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A QUICK OVERVIEW
Summer is hinting it’s arrival and we find  
ourselves near the end of a winter that posed many  
challenges further exacerbated by a spate of  
labour related strikes that swept the country’s  
mining and industrial sectors. Regardless of  
this, Ronin® is fortunate to be doing stable busi-
ness in unstable environments, largely due to the 
resources and time expended in 2013 to position 
and align our bow optimally to navigate the choppy 
waters of our respective markets. One of the key 
goals of this process was the implementation of 
effective systems to manage the internal workings 
of the respective Ronin® companies and ensure a 
standardisation of the procedures and systems that
govern our day to day operations. 

ISO CERTIFICATION

Maintaining standards of service has always been a 
priority for the management and staff of Ronin®. To 
help ensure this we committed to obtain ISO cer-
tification for all three of our South African based 
Ronin® companies, and we are proud to announce 
that these Ronin® companies (GMS/IMS/PFS) are all 
now fully ISO compliant. Ronin® GMS & PFS are now 
ISO 9001:2008 certified and Ronin IMS has been ISO 
9002:2008 compliant since 2012. When dealing with 
Ronin® you can be assured that you are dealing with 
dedicated professionals.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

In the last few months our international  
portfolio expanded with the addition of two new  
re-sellers: 3D Laser Mapping (England) and EIP enviro 
(India). Both these companies are prominent in their  
local markets and will be marketing and distributing  
Ronin® proprietary solutions in them. A further 
development of interest is an ongoing Artemis® 
installation in the Ukraine that has gone without a 
hitch regardless of the current political volatility in 
the region. The final step, which is installation, has 
already commenced and finalisation of the project is 
just around the corner.

LOCAL BUSINESS

In our own back yard the Artemis® 300 series 
solution is gaining traction in the mining industry 
as a highly accurate and reliable automatic volume  
reporting solution that offers excellent risk  
mitigation and enhanced software functionality that 
enables a daily reconciliation to book value along 
with a head office element allowing remote access 
to data.

All solutions reviewed in this edition of the e-Silo is available through Ronin 
GMS/IMS/PFS. For further information or a quote please contact:

+27 (0) 11 608 3666 or e-mail: office@roningms.com
To view our full range of products and solutions please visit our web sites:

www.roningms.com /// www.roninims.com
www.roninpfs.com



For the past 12 years Ronin® has adapted, changed and evolved to become 
a dynamic solution driven company with a very serious focus on service 
delivery. This year Ronin® GMS & Ronin® PFS received ISO accreditation to 
ensure that our high standards of service delivery are aligned throughout 
the Ronin® branded family of companies.

SERVICE, PROFESSIONALISM AND RESULTS ARE INTEGRAL TO 
THE SOLUTIONS WE OFFER.



There are various methods to store hard & soft bulk commodities, each with their own challenges, 
but the majority of hard bulk is still stored on open air stockpiles. Mines, power stations and  
bulk handlers employ this storage method due to the flexibility, functionality and cost saving  
that it affords. Dust and mass fluctuations caused by the elements as well as constant stock  
movement are some of the foremost challenges when it comes to quantifying stockpile volumes 
for effective management.

Moment in time audits currently represent an relatively effective method for bulk commodity quantification and as such various systems 
exist to do so. Ronin®’s own AIMS® moment in time offering is a highly recommended, accurate and cost effective independent auditing 
service which delivers a moment in time snap shot of bulk commodity stock in storage. AIMS® reports important information such as 
volumes, densities, mass and accurate 3D representation of this data. This however does not always prove to be sufficient.

Complications arise when a bulk handler or trader requires an elevated level of control over valuable bulk commodities on one or 
more storage sites. This can only be achieved in the form of accurate and reliable daily reconciliations coupled with the ability to 
manage multiple bulk storage sites remotely. Moment in time,  daily aerial surveys and drive through scans would prove problematic 
due to prohibitive costs and reporting time lines. Ronin® took note of this need and applied the experience and expertise gained over a 
decade of involvement in the bulk handling industry to engineer and develop a comprehensive, permanently installed, bulk commodity 
quantification solution in the form of ARTEMIS® 300.

ARTEMIS® 300 is an automated hardware and software solution that requires minimal to no operator input. It follows an optimal 
scanning cycle and accurately reports volume information when a cycle is completed. The ARTEMIS® 300 hardware element is a 
multi-axis 3D surface scanning, non-ignition laser architecture, capable of sourcing spatial data in high saturation environments, over 
relatively large distances and from multiple angles. This simply means that the system can scan during the day while mounted high 
above a stock pile without igniting flammable commodities. Our proprietary software, AIMS® & ART®, provide the digital crunch 
required to interpret and report sourced data while simultaneously ensuring a high degree of accuracy.

AIMS® proprietary software gives name to our AIMS® moment in time service as it is this software running our auditing rigs. In the case 
of ARTEMIS® 300 the AIMS® software acts as middle ware informing the ART® front end with the volume data required to effectively 
report and manage open air bulk on a daily basis. High levels of accuracy are possible without post scan editing due to years of devel-
opment, field trialing and operations invested in our ART®, ART+®, AIMS® and ARTEMIS® 40 bulk quantification solutions. This experi-
ence has been distilled into the apex solution that is ARTEMIS® 300. ARTEMIS® 300’s software is capable of automatically adjusting scan 
results by scrubbing spikes, deleting known structures and including invisible parameters such as surface levels and content bounds. 
The software can also be customized to reflect and incorporate user parameters. 

ARTEMIS® 300 solution is an industry revolutionizing system that arguably represents the most cost effective and accurate, permanently 
installed bulk quantification solution available on the market today. Its pedigree will ensure that your bulk commodity will always be 
effectively managed from on or off site. Multiple sites can also be linked via on-site ART® server. ARTEMIS® 300 is available 
internationally and comes with full training and support.

DAILY VOLUME QUANTIFICATION FOR BULK COMMODITY STOCKPILES



A PERMANENTLY 
INSTALLED STOCK-PILE 
VOLUME MANAGEMENT 
SOLUTION BY RONIN®

 management 
 supported. 

 training & support. 

FOR A QUOTE CONTACT:
+27 (0) 11 608 3666 OR E-MAIL:
OFFICE@RONINGMS.COM



INTRODUCING THE

EXCAVATOR BUCKET SCALE

A cost effective and easy to use scale installed on both tracked and wheeled 360 
degree excavators to weigh the amount of material in the bucket, grab or the 
bucket, grab or clamshell. 

W W W . R O N I N P F S . C O M

LOADEX 100

With the ever increasing focus on productivity, LOADEX 100 has been designed to 
operate within the fastest loading environments maximising tons per hour perform-

ance. Loading correctly first time eradicates return trips to the stockpile reducing vehi-
cle movement, fuel usage and machine & tyre wear.



As the company grew various distribu-
tor agreements were entered into with 
international companies that manu-
factured equipment complementing 
Ronin®’s unique product basket in order 
to reinforce our mission statement of 
“Mitigating a risk and enhancing profit-
ability”.

Ronin® GMS manufactures its own pro-
prietary hardware and software solu-
tions specifically for Bulk Inventory Man-
agement. These solutions encompass 
both automated fixed systems and mo-
ment in time volume surveying services. 
Ronin solutions are offered to the Hard 
and Soft commodity markets. Ronin 
has developed automated installed 
solutions for numerous types of stor-
age vessels including Bins, warehouses, 
bunkers and open-to-air stockpiles. 
Each system installation is tailor made 
to a customers’ method of storage and 
requirements.

In addition to our own systems, Ronin® 
GMS also supplies a variety of equip-
ment to the Southern African Grain 
Handling, Milling and Food Processing 
Industries for correct product sampling, 
grading, quality control and assurance 
functions.

Ronin® GMS is actively involved in the 
industry through regular sales trips, 
product demonstrations, electronic me-
dia as well as participation in Industry 

related events such as GOSA, CSTSA 
and IAOM. We are well known in this 
industry for the systems and solutions 
we provide.

MARKET SUCCESSES:

Over the years Ronin® GMS has 
achieved great success in the grain in-
dustry with both our own proprietary 
systems as well as the range of analytical 
equipment we supply. These successes 
have been experienced locally and in-
ternationally.

In the last 2 years Ronin® GMS experi-
ence elevated interest in our Proprietary 
Inventory Management Solutions and 
Systems. Ronin currently has offices in 
South America and representation in 
Europe, the Middle-East, India and in 
the UK.

Recently we concluded a direct sale of 
our ARTEMIS® Inventory Management 
System into East Europe and we look 
forward to commissioning the system in 
the near future.

Within our local market environment 
we have IMS installations with some of 
the major Grain Handling & Storage 
companies as well as some of the lo-
cal food processors. One of the largest 
grain handlers in South Africa utilises 
our ART Inventory Management System 
at all their Grain Storage facilities with 
a “Head-office Awareness” element in-
cluded to monitor their entire handling 
value chain from a single office.

The analytical solutions we provide have 

been adopted by numerous role players 
within the industry and the equipment 
we supply, such as our range of moisture 
analysers, are widely used throughout 
Southern Africa.

 COMPETITION:

In our local market space we compete 
with other OEM suppliers of grading, 
sampling and analytical instrumenta-
tion. Comparing the different types of 
instrument available in the market to-
day, most of them are of similar technol-
ogy and capabilities. Successful sales as 
well as customer retention is achieved 
through product presentation as well 
as the service and support element pre-
sented.

Locally as well as Internationally Ronin® 
is unique regarding the Inventory Man-
agement package offered. There are 
companies that manufacture various 
types of level measurement technolo-
gies utilizing either contact measure-
ment, Ultra-sound, Radar and Laser sys-
tems, but most of these manufacturers 
are focused on a certain type of industry 
or type of storage vessels. Ronin® GMS 
has positioned itself to offer bulk com-
modity inventory management solu-
tions to all commodity handlers locally 
and internationally regardless if hard or 
soft and the storage method employed.

SUMMARY:

Ronin® GMS strives to always be aware 
of changes in the market place, avail-
able technologies and the customers’ 
needs to ensure that the company offer 
relevant solutions to an ever changing 
industry.

Ronin® Grain Management Solutions was formed in 2002 in response to a need in the South African 
Grain Handling and Storage Industry for systems that would enable the industry to effectively manage 
commodities during handling and storage.





THE TOXIMET® SOLUTION
DETECTING & QUANTIFYING MYCOTOXIN IN FOOD

RESULT TURN AROUND TIME ± 40min

Extract sample
with solvent

and filter

Clean-up filtrate
using a ToxiSep
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Load extract
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Scan toxins by
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Read ToxiQuant 
result on display

screen

Aflatoxin B1:  2.4 ppb

Aflatoxin B2:  1.1 ppb

Aflatoxin G1:  2.2 ppb

Aflatoxin G2:  0.7 ppb

Aflatoxin Total:  6.4 ppb
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Within RSA, there has been a notable increase in the demand for solutions that reinforce and 
compliment the various quality and safety control measures governing our Food and Agri  
Business sectors. A emerging, but quickly escalating need, is the detection, measurement and 
the reporting on a quantitative basis the degree to which food-based products have been  
contaminated with Mycotoxins. In response to this need Ronin® now offers an advanced 
Mycotoxin Testing solution known as the ToxiQuant®. This capable analyser fulfils all 
industry-governed standards and requirements at an competitive price point and does so within 
a highly productive time frame.

FOR A FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT MUNRO: 011 608 3666



The past decade of development 
in geo-positioning satellite tech-
nologies gave rise to a myriad of 
industries, amongst them that of 
precision agriculture, which fun-
damentally changed the way we 
do things on the farm. 

When last did you have to consult a 
map to find an address? The ability 
to accurately determine your posi-
tion on the surface of the earth allows 
the little GPS system in your car to  
direct you, without any fuss, to where 
you want to be. Trimble®, a leader 
in the field of precision agriculture, 
develops systems and software that  
utilizes the same principles as the 
GPS system in your car, to empower 
and assist farmers with the effective 
and profitable management of their 
farming activities.

The ability to plough GPS assisted 
straight lines over long distances 
with Trimble® automated steering 
systems, is just one of the minor  
benefits that are on offer. Being able 
to accurately record and follow those 
lines with minimal deviation year after 
year is what lies at the heart of Trim-

ble® precision agriculture. This crucial 
characteristic of Trimble® naviga-
tion systems not only minimizes soil  
compaction but more importantly 
represents a level of accuracy that al-
lows for the creation of detailed maps 
of the farm that record and reflecting 
temporal, spatial and a multitude of 
other variables such as crop type, 
crop yield, terrain features, organic 
matter content, moisture levels, nitro-
gen levels, pH balance and numerous 
other, as the farmer’s need dictates 
and emergent technologies enable.

Accurate data is the fuel that drives 
the engine of precision agriculture 
and therefore it was evident to Ronin® 
that the modern farmer needs to har-
vest more than just the physical crop 
that is on the field to be successful, 
they also need to harvest the data 
that the field offers them. In order to 
accommodate this need Ronin® in-
corporated specialized sensor tech-
nologies such as crop yield monitors, 
variable rate for seeders and sprayers 
and real-time, vehicle mountable, 
sensors measuring everything from 
NDVI levels to prescription mapping 
variable rate applications into the 

companies’ solution basket. Hand 
portable systems were also incorpo-
rated to assist the farmer on the go.

Today precision agriculture is an 
established farming practice in the 
first world and a fast growing industry 
amongst commercial farmers in South-
ern Africa and many other developing 
countries. Many have seen for them-
selves the value of farming two crops 
on one field. Give us a call and reap the 
benefits yourself. 

Ronin® PFS, is a region representative 
for Trimble®, DICKEY-john®, RDS® tech-
nologies, Greenseeker® and Weedseek-
er® and has eight years of experience 
with precision agriculture in Southern 
Africa. Ronin® PFS is uniquely posi-
tioned to provide local farmers with all 
the key systems and software, described 
in this article, required to effectively  
apply precision agriculture practices on 
the Southern African farm. 

Visit our website for further informa-
tion on our systems: www.roninpfs.com 
or contact us on: 011 608 3666 if you 
would like to find a Ronin® re-seller in 
your area.

HARVESTING TWO “CROPS” FROM ONE FIELD
A BROAD OVERVIEW OF PRECISION FARMING



S H O W S  &  E V E N T S
ELECTRA MINING AFRICA 2014
The Expo Centre, NASREC, Johannesburg, South  
Africa. 15 – 19 September 2014

Look out for us at the Elektra Mining 2015 show. Both 
Ronin® GMS and PFS will be sharing a booth to promote 
our various solution at this very important expo.

Our stand number will be M3-4 in the  marquus section 
of the show. The solutions on show will be our on-board 
weighing, pedestrian detection and proprietary bulk  
commodity inventory management solutions.

Looking forward to meeting you there.

NAMPO HARVEST DAY FESTIVAL
Nampo Show Grounds. Santam Agri Hall. 13 -16 May.

The annual Nampo Harvest Day Festival has come and 
gone and as usual Ronin® PFS was in attendance to 
showcase our precision farming solutions.

Trimble®, DICKEY-john® and AG Drainage products, 
systems and services were showcased by the Ronin® 
PFS team. We also had two interviews and our radio ads 
play on Nampo radio during the course of the show as 
well as print ads in the Agrisales and Farmers Weekly to  
promote our presence at the show. The article on precicision  
farming in this e-Silo was also pubished in Farmers weekly 
pre-ceding the show. 
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